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Programming in C and Data Structures (VTU)
Vikas Publishing House This book has been designed based on VTU's 1st year syllabus. It will familiarize the students with the use of
all the important features of C language. This book covers a large variety of program exercises in greater depth, and provides
excellent table comparison along with theory explanation. The goal of this book is to provide the perfectly suitable reading material to
the students and help them with examination preparedness. KEY FEATURES • 100 percent coverage of VTU syllabus • Exhaustive
coverage of Programming Exercises in each chapter. • All laboratory programs as per syllabus covered in a separate chapter • A
separate section for Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) • Model question paper to appraise the students with the examination
scheme

Tribology Data Handbook

2

An Excellent Friction, Lubrication, and Wear Resource
CRC Press This handbook is a useful aid for anyone working to achieve more eﬀective lubrication, better control of friction and wear,
and a better understanding of the complex ﬁeld of tribology. Developed in cooperation with the Society of Tribologists and Lubrication
Engineers and containing contributions from 74 experts in the ﬁeld, the Tribology Data Handbook covers properties of materials,
lubricant viscosities, and design, friction and wear formulae. The broad scope of this handbook includes military, industrial and
automotive lubricant speciﬁcations; evolving areas of friction and wear; performance and design considerations for machine elements,
computer storage units, and metal working; and more. Important guidelines for the monitoring, maintenance, and failure assessment
of lubrication in automotive, industrial, and aircraft equipment are also included. Current environmental and toxicological concerns
complete this one-stop reference. With hundreds of ﬁgures, tables, and equations, as well as essential background information
explaining the information presented, this is the only source you need to ﬁnd virtually any tribology information.

Biotechnology for Sustainable Environment
Springer Nature This book brings together the most recent advances from leading experts in the burgeoning ﬁeld of environmental
biotechnology. The contributing chapters adopt a multidisciplinary approach related to environmental aspects of agriculture, industry,
pharmaceutical sciences and drug developments from plant and microbial sources, biochemical chemical
techniques/methods/protocols involved in diﬀerent areas of environmental biotechnology. Book also highlights recent advancements,
newly emerging technologies, and thought provoking approaches from diﬀerent parts of the world. It also discusses potential future
prospects associated with some frontier development of biotechnological research related to the environment. This book will be of
interest to teachers, researchers, biotechnologists, capacity builders and policymakers, and will serve as additional reading material
for undergraduate and graduate students of biotechnology, microbiology and environmental sciences.

Metal Cutting and Forming
Technical Publications Metal cutting is the process of removing unwanted material in the form of chips from a block of metal using
cutting tools. Metal cutting is performed on lathe machine, milling machine, drilling machine, shaper, planer and slotter. Grinding is
the commonly used ﬁnishing process. Metal forming includes a large number of manufacturing processes in which plastic deformation
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property is used to change the shape and size of metal workpieces. During the process, for deformation purpose, a tool is used which
is called as die. It applies stresses to the material to exceed the yield strength of the metal. Due to this the metal deforms into the
shape of the die. Generally, the stresses applied to deform the metal plastically are compressive. Sheet metal working is generally
associated with press machines and press working. Press working is a chipless manufacturing process by which various components
are produced form sheet metal.

Numerical Methods and Applications
7th International Conference, NMA 2010, Borovets,
Bulgaria, August 20-24, 2010, Revised Papers
Springer Science & Business Media This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 7th International
Conference on Numerical Methods and Applications, NMA 2010, held in Borovets, Bulgaria, in August 2010. The 60 revised full papers
presented together with 3 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions for inclusion in this book.
The papers are organized in topical sections on Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo methods, environmental modeling, grid computing
and applications, metaheuristics for optimization problems, and modeling and simulation of electrochemical processes.

Fluid Mechanics
Technical Publications Fluid Mechanics is the branch of physics concerned with the mechanics of ﬂuids and forces acting on them. It
includes unlimited practical applications ranging from microscopic biological systems to automobiles, airplanes and spacecraft
propulsion. Fluid Mechanics is the study of ﬂuid behavior at rest and in motion. It also gives information about devices used to
measure ﬂow rate, pressure and velocity of ﬂuid. The book uses plain, Lucid language to explain fundamentals of this subject. The
book provides logical method of explaining various complicated concepts and stepwise methods to explain the important topics. Each
chapter is well supported with necessary illustrations, practical examples and solved problems. All the chapters in the book are
arranged in a proper sequence that permits each topic to build upon earlier studies. All care has been taken to make readers
comfortable in understanding the basic concepts of the subject.
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Electronic Circuits
Fundamentals and Applications
Routledge Electronics explained in one volume, using both theoretical and practical applications. Mike Tooley provides all the
information required to get to grips with the fundamentals of electronics, detailing the underpinning knowledge necessary to
appreciate the operation of a wide range of electronic circuits, including ampliﬁers, logic circuits, power supplies and oscillators. The
5th edition includes an additional chapter showing how a wide range of useful electronic applications can be developed in conjunction
with the increasingly popular Arduino microcontroller, as well as a new section on batteries for use in electronic equipment and some
additional/updated student assignments. The book's content is matched to the latest pre-degree level courses (from Level 2 up to, and
including, Foundation Degree and HND), making this an invaluable reference text for all study levels, and its broad coverage is
combined with practical case studies based in real-world engineering contexts. In addition, each chapter includes a practical
investigation designed to reinforce learning and provide a basis for further practical work. A companion website at
http://www.key2electronics.com oﬀers the reader a set of spreadsheet design tools that can be used to simplify circuit calculations, as
well as circuit models and templates that will enable virtual simulation of circuits in the book. These are accompanied by online selftest multiple choice questions for each chapter with automatic marking, to enable students to continually monitor their own progress
and understanding. A bank of online questions for lecturers to set as assignments is also available.

File Structures : An Object-Oriented Approach with C++,
3/e
Pearson Education India
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Computer Organization
New York ; Toronto : McGraw-Hill

ELEMENTS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERING
MECHANICS
With CD-Rom
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd. This book, in its third edition, continues to focus on the basics of civil engineering and engineering mechanics to
provide students with a balanced and cohesive study of the two areas (as needed by them in the beginning of their engineering
education). A basic undergraduate textbook for the ﬁrst-year students of all branches of engineering, this book is speciﬁcally designed
to conform to the syllabus of Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU). Imparting the basic knowledge in various facets of civil
engineering and the related engineering structures and infrastructure such as buildings, roads, highways, dams and bridges, the third
edition covers the engineering mechanics portion in eleven chapters. Each chapter introduces the concepts to the reader, stepwise.
Providing a wealth of practice examples, the book emphasizes the importance of building strong analytical skills. Practice problems, at
the end of each chapter, give students an opportunity to absorb concepts and hone their problem-solving skills. The book comes with
a companion CD containing the software developed using MS-Excel, to work out the problems on Forces, Centroid, Friction and
Moment of Inertia. The use of this software will enable the students to understand the concepts in a relatively better way. NEW TO
THIS EDITION • Introduces a chapter on Kinematics as per the revised Civil Engineering syllabus of VTU • Updates with the latest
examination Question Papers, including the one held in the month of December 2013

Introduction to Storage Area Networks
IBM Redbooks The superabundance of data that is created by today's businesses is making storage a strategic investment priority for
companies of all sizes. As storage takes precedence, the following major initiatives emerge: Flatten and converge your network: IBM®
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takes an open, standards-based approach to implement the latest advances in the ﬂat, converged data center network designs of
today. IBM Storage solutions enable clients to deploy a high-speed, low-latency Uniﬁed Fabric Architecture. Optimize and automate
virtualization: Advanced virtualization awareness reduces the cost and complexity of deploying physical and virtual data center
infrastructure. Simplify management: IBM data center networks are easy to deploy, maintain, scale, and virtualize, delivering the
foundation of consolidated operations for dynamic infrastructure management. Storage is no longer an afterthought. Too much is at
stake. Companies are searching for more ways to eﬃciently manage expanding volumes of data, and to make that data accessible
throughout the enterprise. This demand is propelling the move of storage into the network. Also, the increasing complexity of
managing large numbers of storage devices and vast amounts of data is driving greater business value into software and services.
With current estimates of the amount of data to be managed and made available increasing at 60% each year, this outlook is where a
storage area network (SAN) enters the arena. SANs are the leading storage infrastructure for the global economy of today. SANs oﬀer
simpliﬁed storage management, scalability, ﬂexibility, and availability; and improved data access, movement, and backup. Welcome
to the cognitive era. The smarter data center with the improved economics of IT can be achieved by connecting servers and storage
with a high-speed and intelligent network fabric. A smarter data center that hosts IBM Storage solutions can provide an environment
that is smarter, faster, greener, open, and easy to manage. This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides an introduction to SAN and
Ethernet networking, and how these networks help to achieve a smarter data center. This book is intended for people who are not
very familiar with IT, or who are just starting out in the IT world.

Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering:
Pearson Education India Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering provides an overview of the basics of electrical and electronic
engineering that are required at the undergraduate level. The book allows students outside electrical and electronics engineering to
easily

Programming with Java
Pearson Education India
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Research for the Radiation Therapist
From Question to Culture
CRC Press This book addresses a wide range of topics, from the principles of evidence-based practice to the process and
dissemination of research to unique considerations such as clinical trials, patenting, and health services research. The case for
evidence-based practice and a collaborative research culture is made ﬁrst, followed by a series of chapters walking the reader through
the research process by way of the scientiﬁc method. One of the more unique aspects of the scope of this book is the inclusion of
chapters relating to the dissemination of knowledge, manuscript publication, and how to build an academic research program. Each
chapter focuses on introducing the reader to foundational principles, methodology, and terminology, and highlight case studies of
radiation therapist research or experience that is relevant to provide contextual examples and inspiration to the reader.

High Voltage Engineering
Discrete Mathematical Structures
Theory and Applications
Course Technology Ptr Teaches students the mathematical foundations of computer science, including logic, Boolean algebra, basic
graph theory, ﬁnite state machines, grammars and algorithms, and helps them understand mathematical reasoning for reading,
comprehension and construction of mathematical arguments.

Technical English 1
Enas Publications This book is a handy document for the students to get the contents of the syllabus at one place in a compiled
manner as per the VTU syllabus.
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Advanced Computer Architecture
S. Chand Publishing This book covers the syllabus of GGSIPU, DU, UPTU, PTU, MDU, Pune University and many other universities.  It is
useful for B.Tech(CSE/IT), M.Tech(CSE), MCA(SE) students.  Many solved problems have been added to make this book more fresh. 
It has been divided in three parts :Parallel Algorithms, Parallel Programming and Super Computers.

Design Of R.C.C. Structural Elements
New Age International Indian Standard Code Of Practice Is-456 For The Design Of Main And Reinforced Concrete Was Revised In The
Year 2000 To Incorporate Durability Criteria In The Design. As A Result Of It Many Codal Provisions Have Been Changed. Hence There
Is Need To Train Engineering Students In Designing Reinforced Cement Concrete Structures As Per The Latest Code Of Is -456. With
His Experience Of More Than 40 Years In Teaching, The Author Has Tried To Bring Out Students And Teachers Friendly Book On The
Design Of Rcc Structures As Per Is-456: 2000.Rcc Design Is A Vast Subject. It Is Normally Taught In Two To Three Courses For Civil
Engineering Students. This Book Is For The First Course In Rcc Design And Author Is Writing Another Book Advanced Rcc Design To
Meet The Requirement Of Further Courses. This Book Deals With Design Philosophy And Design Of Various Structural Components Of
Building. The Design Procedure Is Clearly Explained And Illustrated With Several Examples By Presenting The Solutions Step By Step In
Details And With Neat Sketches Showing Reinforcement Details.

Advanced Joining Processes
Springer Nature This book presents recent material science-based and mechanical analysis-based advances in joining processes. It
includes all related processes, e.g. friction stir welding, joining by plastic deformation, laser welding, clinch joining, and adhesive
bonding, as well as hybrid joints. It gathers selected full-length papers from the 1st Conference on Advanced Joining Processes.

Engineering Drawing And Graphics
New Age International This Book Provides A Systematic Account Of The Basic Principles Involved In Engineering Drawing. The
Treatment Is Based On The First Angle Projection.Salient Features: * Nomography Explained In Detail. * 555 Self-Explanatory Solved
University Problems. * Step-By-Step Procedures. * Side-By-Side Simpliﬁed Drawings. * Adopts B.I.S. And I.S.O. Standards. * 1200
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Questions Included For Self Test.The Book Would Serve As An Excellent Text For B.E., B.Tech., B.Sc. (Ap. Science) Degree And Diploma
Students Of Engineering. Amie Students Would Also Find It Extremely Useful.

Microbiology
"Microbiology covers the scope and sequence requirements for a single-semester microbiology course for non-majors. The book
presents the core concepts of microbiology with a focus on applications for careers in allied health. The pedagogical features of the
text make the material interesting and accessible while maintaining the career-application focus and scientiﬁc rigor inherent in the
subject matter. Microbiology's art program enhances students' understanding of concepts through clear and eﬀective illustrations,
diagrams, and photographs. Microbiology is produced through a collaborative publishing agreement between OpenStax and the
American Society for Microbiology Press. The book aligns with the curriculum guidelines of the American Society for Microbiology."--BC
Campus website.

COMPUTER AIDED ELECTRICAL DRAWING
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd. Intended as a text for the undergraduate students of electrical engineering, it emphasises on design concept
and drawing electrical apparatus based on design approach. To stay at par with the present day technology, AutoCAD® 2014 is used
in this book to draw electrical apparatus. It gives a comprehensive view of winding diagrams of diﬀerent machines, its types along
with the assembling technique of various electrical machines and also the single line representations of the power system with various
standard symbols. This book has been prepared to meet the needs of the students in a simpler manner. Every topic has been dealt
carefully with necessary explanation and presentation of the material is lucid. This student-friendly text also covers those topics which
are required by aspiring engineers in practical situations along with the present industrial requirements and standards. KEY FEATURES
• Use of plenty of illustrations for explaining the concepts or the principles. • Inclusion of practical problems with their solutions. •
Graded exercises and model questions at the end of each chapter.

Oswaal CBSE One for All, Science, Class 9 (Reduced
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Syllabus) (For 2021 Exam)
Oswaal Books and Learning Pvt Ltd "• Engage- Introduceinteresting content enabling better assimilation of concepts • ExploreProvide meaningful insights into various typologies and methodologies for eﬀective exam preparation • Explain- Give better
clariﬁcation for concepts and theories • Elaborate- Complement studying with ample examples and Oswaal exam tools • EvaluateConclude with Eﬀective self assessment tools"

VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTATION USING LABVIEW
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd. This book provides a practical and accessible understanding of the fundamental principles of virtual
instrumentation. It explains how to acquire, analyze and present data using LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering
Workbench) as the application development environment. The book introduces the students to the graphical system design model and
its diﬀerent phases of functionality such as design, prototyping and deployment. It explains the basic concepts of graphical
programming and highlights the features and techniques used in LabVIEW to create Virtual Instruments (VIs). Using the technique of
modular programming, the book teaches how to make a VI as a subVI. Arrays, clusters, structures and strings in LabVIEW are covered
in detail. The book also includes coverage of emerging graphical system design technologies for real-world applications. In addition,
extensive discussions on data acquisition, image acquisition, motion control and LabVIEW tools are presented. This book is designed
for undergraduate and postgraduate students of instrumentation and control engineering, electronics and instrumentation
engineering, electrical and electronics engineering, electronics and communication engineering, and computer science and
engineering. It will be also useful to engineering students of other disciplines where courses in virtual instrumentation are oﬀered. Key
Features : Builds the concept of virtual instrumentation by using clear-cut programming elements. Includes a summary that outlines
important learning points and skills taught in the chapter. Oﬀers a number of solved problems to help students gain hands-on
experience of problem solving. Provides several chapter-end questions and problems to assist students in reinforcing their knowledge.

The Constitution of India
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Professional Ethics and Human Rights
Sage Publications Pvt. Limited An indispensable companion for students.

Digital Design using Verilog HDL
Technical Publications This book begins with an introduction to Verilog HDL. It describes basic concepts in Verilog HDL, language
constructs and conventions and modeling styles - gate-level modeling, data-ﬂow level modeling, behavioral modeling and switch level
modeling. It also describes sequential models, basic memory components, functional register, static machine coding and sequential
synthesis. The last section of the book focuses on component testing and veriﬁcation. It includes combinational circuits testing,
sequential circuit testing, test bench techniques, design veriﬁcation and assertion veriﬁcation.

Lex & Yacc
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Shows programmers how to use two UNIX utilities, lex and yacc, in program development. The second edition
contains completely revised tutorial sections for novice users and reference sections for advanced users. This edition is twice the size
of the ﬁrst, has an expanded index, and covers Bison and Flex.

Design of Prestressed Concrete Structures
Embedded Systems
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd.

Mathematics-I Calculus and Linear Algebra (BSC-105)
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(For Computer Science & Engineering Students only)
Vikas Publishing House Mathematics-I for the paper BSC-105 of the latest AICTE syllabus has been written for the ﬁrst semester
engineering students of Indian universities. Paper BSC-105 is exclusively for CS&E students. Keeping in mind that the students are at
the threshold of a completely new domain, the book has been planned with utmost care in the exposition of concepts, choice of
illustrative examples, and also in sequencing of topics. The language is simple, yet accurate. A large number of worked-out problems
have been included to familiarize the students with the techniques to solving them, and to instill conﬁdence.Authors’ long experience
of teaching various grades of students has helped in laying proper emphasis on various techniques of solving diﬃcult problems.

Python for Everybody
Exploring Data in Python 3
Python for Everybody is designed to introduce students to programming and software development through the lens of exploring data.
You can think of the Python programming language as your tool to solve data problems that are beyond the capability of a
spreadsheet.Python is an easy to use and easy to learn programming language that is freely available on Macintosh, Windows, or
Linux computers. So once you learn Python you can use it for the rest of your career without needing to purchase any software.This
book uses the Python 3 language. The earlier Python 2 version of this book is titled "Python for Informatics: Exploring
Information".There are free downloadable electronic copies of this book in various formats and supporting materials for the book at
www.pythonlearn.com. The course materials are available to you under a Creative Commons License so you can adapt them to teach
your own Python course.

Alternative Building Materials Technology
New Age International
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Object-oriented Modeling and Design
This text applies object-oriented techniques to the entire software development cycle.

Hadoop 2 Quick-Start Guide
Learn the Essentials of Big Data Computing in the
Apache Hadoop 2 Ecosystem
Addison-Wesley Professional Get Started Fast with Apache Hadoop® 2, YARN, and Today’s Hadoop Ecosystem With Hadoop 2.x and
YARN, Hadoop moves beyond MapReduce to become practical for virtually any type of data processing. Hadoop 2.x and the Data Lake
concept represent a radical shift away from conventional approaches to data usage and storage. Hadoop 2.x installations oﬀer
unmatched scalability and breakthrough extensibility that supports new and existing Big Data analytics processing methods and
models. Hadoop® 2 Quick-Start Guide is the ﬁrst easy, accessible guide to Apache Hadoop 2.x, YARN, and the modern Hadoop
ecosystem. Building on his unsurpassed experience teaching Hadoop and Big Data, author Douglas Eadline covers all the basics you
need to know to install and use Hadoop 2 on personal computers or servers, and to navigate the powerful technologies that
complement it. Eadline concisely introduces and explains every key Hadoop 2 concept, tool, and service, illustrating each with a
simple “beginning-to-end” example and identifying trustworthy, up-to-date resources for learning more. This guide is ideal if you want
to learn about Hadoop 2 without getting mired in technical details. Douglas Eadline will bring you up to speed quickly, whether you’re
a user, admin, devops specialist, programmer, architect, analyst, or data scientist. Coverage Includes Understanding what Hadoop 2
and YARN do, and how they improve on Hadoop 1 with MapReduce Understanding Hadoop-based Data Lakes versus RDBMS Data
Warehouses Installing Hadoop 2 and core services on Linux machines, virtualized sandboxes, or clusters Exploring the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) Understanding the essentials of MapReduce and YARN application programming Simplifying
programming and data movement with Apache Pig, Hive, Sqoop, Flume, Oozie, and HBase Observing application progress, controlling
jobs, and managing workﬂows Managing Hadoop eﬃciently with Apache Ambari–including recipes for HDFS to NFSv3 gateway, HDFS
snapshots, and YARN conﬁguration Learning basic Hadoop 2 troubleshooting, and installing Apache Hue and Apache Spark
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Digital Logic
Applications and Design
Pws Publishing Company DIGITAL LOGIC oﬀers the right balance of classical and up-to-date treatment of combinational and sequential
logic design for a ﬁrst digital logic design class. The author provides a thorough explanation of the design process, including
completely worked examples beginning with simple examples and going on to problems of increasing complexity. This text contains
PLD (Programmable Logic Design) coverage. Chapter 9 develops complete, worked EPROM, PLA, and EPLD design examples. The
problems are developed in Chapter 7 as standard designs using SSI and MSI devices so that your students can see the diﬀerence
between the two approaches.

Probability, Statistics, and Random Processes for
Engineers
Cl-Engineering Written for advanced electrical and computer engineering students, this textbook explains fundamental probability and
its applications and extensions. Among the application topics are noise or sinusoids with random phase, the calculation of means and
standard deviations, and the application of probability to the reliability of devices and software. Annotation (c)2003 Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR (booknews.com)

Industrial Engineering And Management
Analog Electronic Circuits
Diode CircuitsDiode resistance, Diode equivalent circuits, Transition and diﬀusion capacitance, Reverse recovery time, Load line
analysis, Rectiﬁers, Clippers and clampers.Transistor BiasingOperating point, Fixed bias circuits, Emitter stabilized biased circuits,
Voltage divider biased, D.C. bias with voltage feedback, Miscellaneous bias conﬁgurations, Design operations, Transistor switching
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networks, PNP transistors, Bias stabilization.Transistor at Low FrequenciesBJT transistor modeling, Hybrid equivalent model, CE ﬁxed
bias conﬁguration, Voltage divider bias, Emitter follower, CB conﬁguration, Collector feedback conﬁguration, Hybrid equivalent
model.Transistor Frequency ResponseGeneral frequency considerations, Low frequency response, Miller eﬀect capacitance, High
frequency response, Multistage frequency eﬀects.General Ampliﬁers Cascade connections, Cascode connections, Darlington
connections.Feedback Ampliﬁer Feedback concept, Feedback connections type, Practical feedback circuits.Power AmpliﬁersDeﬁnitions
and ampliﬁer types, Series fed class A ampliﬁer, Transformer coupled class A ampliﬁers, Class B ampliﬁer operations, Class B ampliﬁer
circuits, Ampliﬁer distortions.OscillatorsOscillator operation, Phase shift oscillator, Wienbridge oscillator, Tuned oscillator circuits,,
Crystal oscillator.FET AmpliﬁersFET small signal model, Biasing of FET, Common drain common gate conﬁgurations, MOSFETs, FET
ampliﬁer networks.

Computer and Communication Networks
Computer Communica Networks _c2
Prentice Hall Computer and Communication Networks, Second Edition, explains the modern technologies of networking and
communications, preparing you to analyze and simulate complex networks, and to design cost-eﬀective networks for emerging
requirements. Oﬀering uniquely balanced coverage of basic and advanced topics, it teaches through case studies, realistic examples
and exercises, and intuitive illustrations. Nader F. Mir establishes a solid foundation in basic networking concepts; TCP/IP schemes;
wireless and LTE networks; Internet applications, such as Web and e-mail; and network security. Then, he delves into both network
analysis and advanced networking protocols, VoIP, cloud-based multimedia networking, SDN, and virtualized networks. In this new
edition, Mir provides updated, practical, scenario-based information that many networking books lack, oﬀering a uniquely eﬀective
blend of theory and implementation. Drawing on extensive ﬁeld experience, he presents many contemporary applications and covers
key topics that other texts overlook, including P2P and voice/video networking, SDN, information-centric networking, and modern
router/switch design. Students, researchers, and networking professionals will ﬁnd up-to-date, thorough coverage of Packet switching
Internet protocols (including IPv6) Networking devices Links and link interfaces LANs, WANs, and Internetworking Multicast routing,
and protocols Wide area wireless networks and LTE Transport and end-to-end protocols Network applications and management
Network security Network queues and delay analysis Advanced router/switch architecture QoS and scheduling Tunneling, VPNs, and
MPLS All-optical networks, WDM, and GMPLS Cloud computing and network virtualization Software deﬁned networking (SDN) VoIP
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signaling Media exchange and voice/video compression Distributed/cloud-based multimedia networks Mobile ad hoc networks Wireless
sensor networks Key features include More than three hundred ﬁfty ﬁgures that simplify complex topics Numerous algorithms that
summarize key networking protocols and equations Up-to-date case studies illuminating concepts and theory Approximately four
hundred exercises and examples honed over Mir’s twenty years of teaching networking
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